The problem of collecting the undergraduate tax has now reached the stage where it can be solved only by energetic and sustained effort. The big drive which is planned for next week is to reach every man in the Institute, to find out whether or not he has paid his tax, and if not, why not. It is hoped that this plan will not be looked upon as a means devised by self-centered men to exact more money from the impoverished student, but rather as an appeal, which is coming from those who have the best interests of the Undergraduate Association at heart. It is very little that the writer can say. It is hoped that this plan will be successful.

Are you saving your money for the SECOND LIBERTY LOAN?

In the beginning of each school year there recurs the same clutched cry in the ballyhoo bands. Notices are sent out by students, on official boards, not only by freshmen, who can hardly be blamed, but by upperclassmen. Moreover, there seems to be no limit to the number of光学, signs, and other forms of these notices are made. The result is that the observer can make out little of the jumble without seeking every cranny in which he is not interested and which is, in many cases, obsolete.

Action by the Bulletin Editorial Committee in adopting a standard size for posters and notices and in enforcing its rulings will do much to alleviate the objectionable condition, but the real remedy will only be found when the students posting the bulletin begins to apply a little common sense.
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ANOTHER "BIG DRIVE"
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